
More Algebra (Foundation Unit 20) 

Quadratic functions contain a term in x2 

but no higher power of x. 

Video 266 - https://tinyurl.com/y8san5jm 

Cubic functions contain a term in x3 but 

no higher power of x. 

Video 344 - https://tinyurl.com/yamclpto 

Cubic functions can contain terms in x2, x, 

and number terms. 

When a cubic function is equal to zero it 

may have one, two, or three solutions. The 

solution to a cubic function equalling zero 

is there the graph crosses the x-axis. The 

solutions are commonly called roots. 

Video 264 - https://tinyurl.com/y7u3d79a 

The reciprocal function ( y = 
 
 ) of a cubic 

function has the x- and y-axes as 

asymptotes to the graph. 

Video 346 - https://tinyurl.com/yd8x2uz8 

An asymptote is a line that the graph gets 

closer and closer to, but never actually 

touches. 

When a graph has x and y in direct 

proportion, y = kx 

Video 254 - https://tinyurl.com/htma465 

When a graph has x and y inversely 

proportional to each other, y =  

Video 255 - https://tinyurl.com/yb2ur2yq 

The graph of two quantities that are 

inversely proportional is a reciprocal graph. 

Simultaneous equations can also be 

solved by the elimination method. To 

do this, the coefficients of either the x 

or y terms must be equal (or equal 

with the opposite sign). 

Video 295 - https://tinyurl.com/yadevfgk 

Subtract (or add) the two equations to 

eliminate one of the terms. The 

remaining term can now be 

evaluated. 

Simultaneous equations are equations 

that are both true for a pair of variables 

(letters). 

Video 296 - https://tinyurl.com/y9dbmoee 

Simultaneous equations can be solved 

graphically by plotting both equations 

on the same coordinate grid. The point 

at which the lines cross (the point of 

intersection) has the coordinates that 

are the solution. 

The subject of a formula is the letter on its 

own side of the equals sign. 

Video 7 - https://tinyurl.com/yc6vax5f 

You can change the subject of a formula 

using inverse operations (subtract to 

move an added term to the other side, 

etc). 

Video 8 - https://tinyurl.com/yahmeoyn 

An even number is a multiple of 2. 2m and 

2n are general terms for even numbers 

where m and n are integers. 

An equation has an equals sign ( = ). You 

can solve it to find one value of the letter 

(unknown/variable). 

An identity has an equivalent (triple bar) 

sign ( ≡ ). The left hand side equals the 

right hand side for all values of the letter 

(unknown/variable). 

Key Points: 

https://tinyurl.com/ybfxnjsj 

Knowledge Check: 

https://tinyurl.com/y9nl3tka 
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